Abstract. SmartTools is a development environment generator that provides a structure editor and semantic tools as main features. The well-known visitor pattern technique is commonly used for designing semantic analysis, it has been automated and extended. SmartTools is easy to use thanks to its graphical user interface designed with the Java Swing APIs. It is built with an open architecture convinient for a partial or total integration of SmartTools in other environments. It makes the addition of new software components in SmartTools easy. As a result of the modular architecture, we built a distributed instance of SmartTools which required minimal e ort. Being open to the XML technologies o ers all the features of SmartTools to any language de ned with those technologies. But most of all, with its open architecture, SmartTools takes advantage of all the developments made around those technologies, like DOM, through the XML APIs. The fast development of SmartTools (which is a young project, one year old) validates our choices of being open and generic.The main goal of this tool is to provide help and support for designing software development environments for programming languages as well as application languages de ned with XML technologies.
Introduction
Producing high-quality software has become a major concern in industry. There is a long history of research about providing help and support during the development process 6, 7, 9, 14 16, 21] . It is imperative that the research community creates technologies to enhance the quality of software development and increase the developers productivity. Those goals are addressed by the SmartTools framework and research. It is composed of a set of generic and interactive software components organized in a modular architecture.
The reason for building a generic integrated environment, rather a collection of independent speci c tools, is that integration enables the sharing of common services. It is also important, for each new language created, such as domain speci c languages to propose and generate an interactive and uniform environment. The quality of these interactive environments must be as close as possible to those proposed by industrial distributors like the Visual Studio environment of Microsoft. Finally, the architecture of this system must be conceived with the aim of facilitating the integration of research tools and widely used tools (e.g. standardised Application Programming Interfaces, APIs).
These above requirements have justi ed our choice of Java and XML technologies. The SmartTools system is completely written with the Java programming language and strongly uses XML technologies. The SmartTools framework is a natural successor of the Centaur system 9] and uses the same basic concepts, as the abstract syntax tree (AST) speci cation or formalism.
From an AST speci cation describing a given language L, SmartTools automatically generates a structure editor dedicated to this language. So the enduser (developer) can edit any L le thanks to this uniform structure editor with generic visualisation tools (see Figure 1 ). For example, we can have many views of a document: one for the text representation, one for the structure editing menu and another for graphical representation.
With this basic environment, the designer of a given language is able to easily de ne and implement using the generic tools, a set of speci c applications for his language. As we are using the Java Swing API, the graphical user interface has a great quality and is easily con gurable.
In the following, we will only focus on the important aspects of SmartTools framework: the modular and extensible architecture, powerful and simple semantics tools and the utilisation of XML technologies. The system is open to other developments and uses standard mechanisms as XML for data exchange.
The Architecture of the SmartTools Framework
SmartTools is made of several independent software components that communicate with each other through an asynchronous messaging system. One component, the message controller, is in charge of controlling the ow of messages and delivering them to their destinations. All other components have to register on the message controller to let it know what types of messages they want to receive. Then they will receive only those types of messages and never be disturbed by the others. Information carried in messages is serialised in XML format. The design of this messaging system has proven to be simple, e cient, and easy to maintain.
Thanks to that component-based architecture, we designed a document/views relationship that gives us the possibility to have several di erent views showing one document each with a di erent presentation.
If for some speci c need one wants to design a new type of view, it is not necessary for the designer of this new view to deal with all the program APIs. It can be done by extending a default view component and adding some speci c code to describe what happens when that view receives messages notifying any modi cation of the document. This design makes SmartTools seamlessly extensible for any kind of speci c purpose.
It was not di cult using such a component-based architecture to take advantage of other tools developed at INRIA such as ProActive 4, 11] to make a distributed version of SmartTools. Another bene t is that SmartTools components can be used by other applications without the need of the whole system. We made some successful experiences of SmartTools components integration in third parties environment 17, 12, 8] .
We also easily connected new components like XML parsers (Sax, Xerces) and some graphic components like a graph server based on the Koala Graphic toolbox 3].
Semantic Analysis within the SmartTools Framework
For any tree manipulation, it is important to have a simple and powerful programming technique. This technique may neither require a high level of expertise nor an advanced knowledge about the tool.
With Java, an Object Oriented language, it is natural to use a well-known programming technic: the Visitor Design Pattern 13, 18] . The advantage of this technique is the ability to reuse code and to specify dynamic semantic as an evaluator (see Figure 1) . From the speci cation of an abstract syntax, it is possible to automatically generate Java source code, like a default depth-rst traversal for example.
We have introduced a generic visitor concept to factorize identical behaviours applying to the nodes of a tree. With this technique we have de ned one visitor only to graphically display the tree, for any language. We also use a Java MultiMethods implementation 12] to ll many de ciencies 18, 19] due to the visitor implementation based on the Java re ect APIs. Additionally with this technique, we gain lisibility without losing e ciency.
We use DOM (level 2) as Tree API where each node has the same type. In SmartTools we extend this behaviour by typing (sub-classing) each node according to a given formalism (AST). Thus, we can use the Visitor Pattern technique on DOM Tree. Many existing applications use visitor patterns (Generic Java 10], Dynamic Java 2], ...) and connecting them in SmartTools is very easy.
Using XML technologies
As XML will be more and more used as a communication protocol between applications, we wanted to be able to handle any XML document in SmartTools 20] . Any XML document importing a DTD (Document Type De nition) has a typed structure. That DTD describes the nodes and their types, that is very similar to our AST formalism.
In order to obtain this result, we have speci ed and implemented a tool which converts a DTD formalism into an AST equivalent formalism. With this conversion, we automatically o er a structure editing environment for all languages de ned with XML in the SmartTools framework. It is important to note that XML documents produced by SmartTools are well-formed.
So far, all the features of a DTD are not properly considered, by instance the importation of other DTDs (and namespaces), but that should be xed in the near future. We are also studying XML schemas and RDF (Resource Description Framework) schemas, the successors of DTD.
Thus any application that respects the implementation of the APIs, can be XML-compliant. All the manipulated trees in SmartTools are Java DOM Trees to ease the integration with other tools and to have a very open data structure.
We o er a tool to automatically generate parsers. This tool can be useful for a designer to de ne a user-friendly concrete syntax for his language. But, extra data are required in the de nition of the language.
We have also integrated the XSL (XML Style-sheet Language) speci cations that describe the layout of a document as well as the XSLT (XSL Transformation).
Conclusion
SmartTools o ers a quality development environment platform for research tools and bene ts from large elds of applications thanks to XML technologies. The rapid evolution of SmartTools con rms our choices in term of modular architecture which facilitates the integration of other Java developments. In particular the choice of Java makes it possible to obtain a great quality graphical user interface with low development e ort. Moreover the XML components, thanks to an open architecture, o ers low cost advantages to SmartTools and broader application elds. We already have some examples of successful and easy integration of research tools 1, 8, 12] , and technology transfer in industrial environment 5]. In both cases, the great quality of interactive environment, was the determinant element.
